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Mongolian Traditional Dance：Mongolian Bowl Dance       Bamboo Flute：Esashi oiwake music 

 

 
 Urtyn duu:Shadow of Hurentolgoi mountain             Piano：I want to go to the Bright Horizon 

Memories of Autumn 

 

Morin Huur Performance：To the Wind of Gallant Horse  

 



 

Chorus: Teaching of Parents; Mongolian Alphabet Song 

 

 

Throat singing: Fire  



   

Mongolian Song: Torugood Notag                         Oirat dance:Sabardan 

                                                             

 
Morin Huur Performance: Borjigin Grassland            Mongolian Dance: Mongolian Women 

 

 

Mongolian Dance: Naadam 

 

 


